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Introduction
This report includes several documents concerning the evaluation within the E-LEN project
written and summarized by partner 10: Prof. Dr. Helmut M. Niegemann and Steffi Domagk,
previously from the Technical University of Ilmenau, Germany, now working at the University
of Erfurt, Germany.
The first part of this report is the evaluation plan worked out for the needs of the E-LEN
project. It includes theoretical background information as well as guidelines for the evaluation
of
•

The e-learning design patterns developed within the E-LEN-project.
Firstly, the understanding of design patterns applied in the context of e-learning was
discussed and a shared concept of the content and purpose of these patterns was
developed. Later on the partners started to develop e-learning design patterns
according to this concept. These patterns were uploaded on the projects homepage
and discussed by the partners. The evaluation of these patterns published on the
website took place in summer 2004.

•

The organisational patterns for the development of E-Learning-Centres.
Analogous to the course of action outlined for the e-learning design patterns,
organisational patterns for the development of E-Learning Centres were developed
and discussed. Organisational design patterns are meant to deliver guidelines for the
implementation and maintenance of e-learning centres.

•

The projects website.
The projects website formed a very important tool for the communication between the
partners of the E-LEN project all over Europe. Conceptualisations had to be
discussed, dates planned and confirmed and project meetings organised. In addition
to that the website offered a very good opportunity to include external people in the
discussion especially the one about the e-learning-design patterns. Therefore a good
and usable design of this website was necessary to present the project to external
people and to make the work and communication on the platform as easy as
possible. The goal of the evaluation of the website was to work out concrete
suggestions for the improvement of the website itself and its usability.
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The second part of this report comprises the results of the evaluations undertaken. First,
the evaluation report concerning the e-learning design patterns including the patterns
evaluated themselves as well as the analysis and summary of the results. Secondly, the
information about the evaluation of the organisational design patterns for the development of
E-Learning Centres and the evaluation of the projects website. In the end of this section the
evaluation of the outcomes of the E-LEN project is included in this report.
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An Evaluation Plan for the E-LEN Project
Helmut M. Niegemann, Steffi Domagk, Silvia Hessel
The University of Erfurt, Department of Education, Erfurt (Germany)

Overview
The evaluation plan for the E-LEN project comprises three components:
The evaluation of e-learning design patterns
The evaluation of organisational design patterns for the development and maintenance of elearning centres
The evaluation of the projects’ website
For every component we propose the methods to be applied and describe a course of action.
For the evaluation of the e-learning design patterns and for the organisational design
patterns for e-learning centres we propose ratings of experts respectively practitioners. For
these two components we provide an elaborated set of questions to guide the ratings. For
the evaluation of the website different methods are suitable. They are described in detail.

1. Evaluation of E-learning design patterns
Aims of the evaluation of e-learning design patterns
The idea of e-learning design patterns was derived from the idea of a language of design
patterns in architecture, which was realized about 30 years ago by Christopher Alexander
and his co-workers (Alexander et al. 1977). Software engineers adapted this idea for their
field (Gamma et al., 1998) and from there it reached e-learning. Meanwhile several sets of elearning design patterns have been published in the Web by different groups.
Unsatisfactory yet is the answer to questions concerning the quality of e-learning design
patterns. For Alexander et al. that question was apparently not as relevant. The 253
architectural design patterns they presented own a very high plausibility – not a surprise
regarding a domain with such a long and rich tradition like architecture.
As for design patterns in the domain of software engineering, the aspect of quality is being
discussed, but arguments do not question the quality of a pattern per se. The point is rather
whether a pattern is the best solution or whether there are alternative patterns which are
more suitable for the problem in question.
In the domain of pedagogy things are by far not as clear: There are frequently used design
patterns which actually do not function well: E.g. there are animations on the screen
explained by written texts, there are written texts accompanied by the same text spoken,
there are “stories” inserted in e-learning modules, following the assumption that interesting
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stories would motivate learning and make it more effective (ref. Clark & Mayer, 2003). As
replicated experiments showed, none of the “patterns” just mentioned is efficient. So it seems
clear that currently used design patterns in the pedagogical domain are not always suitable
solutions to instructional design problems.
Different from architecture a e-learning design pattern that „describes a problem which
occurs over and over and again in our environment, and then describes the core of the
solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over,
without ever doing it the same way twice.” (Alexander et al., 1977, x) has to be questioned.
E-learning design patterns need a thorough proof of their quality; they have to be
systematically evaluated in detail.
So the question is how to design the evaluation of e-learning design patterns.

Criteria
The quality of a e-learning design pattern has to be proved on (at least) two levels: As a
whole and separately.

Level I: Evaluating a E-learning design pattern as a Whole
We doubt that every pattern which fulfils most of the simpler criteria necessarily meets the
gist of the e-learning design patterns developed by Alexander et al. and transformed to
education by Goodyear (2003). So, evaluation should include a global expert rating
concerning that aspect. But there are also some other aspects of a whole pattern which may
not be assessed by studying the description categories separately (see Rusman, van den
Broek, & Ronteltap, 2003):
The acceptance of the pattern by designers/developers: Will a significant part of the target
group actually use the patterns for every day work?
The degree e-learning design patterns make the work of designers and developers easier:
Do practitioners report experiences indicating work is really easier?
The degree patterns make the development of learning environments more efficient
(efficiency of development): Which indicators provide evidence?
The degree patterns make the implementation, organization and administration of a learning
environments more efficient (efficiency of

implementation/organization/ administration):

What are the indicators? (Time, better quality?)
The degree learning is fostered after e-learning design patterns were appropriately realized
and used in the development of e-learning environments (learning efficiency)?
Usability of the learning environment
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Suitability regarding principles of the psychology of learning and instruction

Level II: Evaluating the Categories Separately
Even if a pattern seems to meet the very idea of e-learning design patterns any description of
a category can show deficits, which could hinder the pattern to get widely communicated and
accepted. Therefore we need also criteria for every single category used to describe a
pattern:
Name of the e-learning design pattern
Does the name of the pattern cover the content?
Does the name of the pattern give rise to associations related to the respective problem and
solution?
Discriminate from similar patterns
Easy to remember
Categories
The E–LEN project community decided to use the following 5 categories to classify elearning design patterns: Access Patterns, Learning Patterns, Instruction Patterns,
Information Patterns, and Administration Patterns.
Any pattern should be subsumed to one category. Yet it is not completely clear whether an
unambiguous categorization is actually possible or if double categorizations should be
accepted. Nevertheless, the question to be answered for every pattern:
Is the categorization adequate?
The categories “learning patterns” and “instruction patterns” seem to need further
differentiation or to be collapsed to one category “learning and instruction patterns” with subcategories orientated towards the structure of the process of instructional systems design:
Dimensions for Instructional Design Decisions (Schnotz et al., 2004a, b)
Patterns for structuring the subject matter (knowledge and task structure, objectives or goal
categories)
Patterns supporting strategic design decisions
Dimensions related to the learning process
Organization of information (“canonical vs. “problem-based”; “canonical” means: following the
usual structure in curricula, textbooks etc.)
Level of abstraction (de-contextualized vs. context-related)
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Relation to application or situation (explication vs. application)
Extend of learners’ participation
Locus of control of regulation (focus on external regulation vs. focus on self-regulation)
Direction of communication (one-way vs. two-way)
Modus of activity (receptive vs. productive)
Use of technology (decisions concerning the use of e.g. special input/output devices, media
etc.)
Design of pedagogical methods or tactics (e.g. narration, cooperative learning, use of worked
examples, having the learners to practise, etc.)
Interaction design (enabling learners to ask questions, kinds of giving feedback, opportunities
to simulate machines or systems, etc.)
Combination of texts, pictures, animation, video etc.
Screen-design (colours, forms, navigation, layout etc.)
Design of testing and assessment (development of suitable, valid items; adaptive testing)
Abstract
Does the abstract contain the key elements of the e-learning design pattern?
Is the abstract concisely formulated?
Problem
Does everybody in the target group clearly understand the description of the problem?
Is the description of the problem appropriate?
Is the problem recurrent and relevant?
Is the problem concrete enough (not too abstract)?
Does the description contain hints to sub-problems?
Analysis
Does the analysis provide a clear explanation what makes the problem a problem and why it
is actually relevant?
Does the analysis contain the main aspects of the problem?
Is the explanation sufficiently differentiated?
Analysis clearly formulated and understandable for the addressees?
Is the analysis appropriate …
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… From the perspective of practitioners?
… From the perspective of the organization and administration?
… From the point of view of the psychology of learning and instruction?
Solution
Is the solution generic, is it used frequently?
Is the solution valid, i.e. is it actually suitable for the respective problem?
Is the solution re-usable, i.e. is it applicable in different contexts of the same problem?
Is the solution proposal clearly formulated?
Is the solution proposal appropriate concerning
Practice
Software-engineering
Organization/Administration
Evidence for effectiveness?
Experience of practitioners (evidence of that?)
Theories of learning and instruction (references?)
Research on learning and instruction (references?)
Known Uses
Correctness (are the cases referred to correct? are they credible?)
Completeness (are there more or better cases to refer to?)
Context
Clarity (Is the description of the conditions to use the patterns well formulated?)
Evidence (How are constraints or generalizations of the conditions for the use of the pattern
founded?)
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References
Correctness
Completeness (are the most important references cited?)
Related Patterns
Appropriateness of the patterns cited
Completeness (are the patterns cited the most important ones?)

Methods
In principle there are several methods suitable to be used for the evaluation of e-learning
design patterns, but different methods would contribute different aspects of a e-learning
design pattern. Therefore one specific method cannot be appropriate for a comprehensive
evaluation. Instead we need a bunch of methods, selected and combined to assess a
multitude of aspects regarding the effectiveness and efficiency of every e-learning design
patterns.
As mentioned above, structured expert ratings are a proven method, especially in a time
when the idea of e-learning design patterns is not yet widely spread and as long as there is
no stable community which cultivates the idea.
On the other hand there are also “objective” standards to be fulfilled in filling the categories.
Evaluation of e-learning design patterns should assess the acceptance of the pattern in the
group of designers and developers as well as the psychological foundations or the evidence
base for every pattern.
Experts’ rating
User rating (designers/developers)
Assessment of the actions of designers/developers by self-reports (interview, structured
questionnaire)
Assessment of the efficiency of the product, including
observation of the acceptance (interviews, questionnaire, group interview with focus groups)
costs of development (structured questionnaire)
costs of implementation (structured questionnaire)
costs of the organization and administration of the pattern (structured questionnaire)
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benefits of the use of the pattern in question (interview, structured questionnaire, focus
group)
Learners’ ratings (questionnaire)
Assessment of learning outcomes (standardized tests)

Problems and prospect
The evaluation of e-learning design patterns is a new task, there is still no experience.
Therefore the catalogue of criteria and methods is necessarily provisional. It will be
developed further, some criteria may prove to be less suitable, and some criteria may need
to be much more elaborated.
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2. Evaluation of Organisational Design Patterns for the
Development of E-Learning Centres
Developing and maintaining an e-learning centre is a complex process which can not be
properly supported by rigid rules. Adaptable guidelines are needed to ensure an appropriate
support for the plan of an e-learning centre and its transfer into practice. Patterns seem to be
the suitable approach for that purpose too, as they are more flexible than static templates
and still more concrete than abstract guidelines (Frizell & Hubscher, 2002; Steeples &
Zenios, 2004). Patterns offer guidance without constraining creativity.
Extensive collaborative discussion is needed to draft and critique the applicability of patterns.
Concerning e-learning centres patterns are used to solve organisational design problems.
The draft of these organisational patterns could benefit from the analysis of established and
successful e-learning centres as it was done by Steeples and Zenios (2004). They conducted
a qualitative survey of several existing European e-learning centres. The results are the
basis for the outline of the first drafts of organisational design pattern for e-learning centres.
This analysis focused on the implementation of e-learning centres within higher education
institutions and its key aspects as well as the services offered by these e-learning centres.

2.1 Methods
Organisational design patterns are meant to deliver guidelines for the implementation and
maintenance of e-learning centres. Therefore the evaluation needs to address two aspects:
the appropriateness of the guidelines from the point of view of experts and from the point of
view of practitioners already working in existing e-learning centres. The opinions and beliefs
of experienced practitioners is an important resource for securing the quality of the patterns
and for the assurance of their relevance as well as their successful transfer into practice. As
these guidelines refer to actions to be carried out in future, experts and practitioners’ ratings
are the only methods applicable for the evaluation of the organisational design patterns.
As soon as the patterns were put into practice other methods would be applicable for
evaluating the outcomes of their realization. However in this report we only address the
evaluation of the patterns themselves.

2.2 Evaluation of Organisational Design Patterns for E-Learning
Centres
The main goal of evaluation is quality assurance. This general goal does also apply for
design patterns. The questions to be asked comprise the quality, the effect and the benefit of
the patterns according to specific needs (Clark & Mayer, 2003).
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Organisational patterns for e-learning centres need to be evaluated on different levels. First
of all the given definition of e-learning centres should be discussed as well as the services an
e-learning centre should offer. Secondly, in analogy to the course of action when evaluating
e-learning design patterns the organisational pattern for E-Learning Centres should be
assessed on the whole. The third step would be to evaluate the categories of the pattern
separately.

2.3 Discussion of the Definition of an E-Learning Centre and the
Services offered
2.3.1 Definition
The definition of the term “e-learning centre” is crucial for the further discussion of
organisational design patterns for e-learning centres. It is important that this definition covers
all relevant aspects and that it creates a common understanding from which the discussion
can be started.
Steeples and Zenios (2004) define an e-learning centre as follows:
»A unit established for serving the learning needs of students and staff within an institution,
for the deployment of innovative curriculum pedagogy and state-of-the-art learning
technology in real courses, and for the development of new learning technologies guided by
theory and validated by observation of practice.«
Questions for the discussion:
Is that definition understandable?
Does the definition meet the expectations of experts in the field?
Is the definition complete or are there aspects that need to be addressed additionally?
Is the concept of e-learning centres also applicable to e-learning units in companies or any
other kind of institutions?
Does the definition meet the way the staff of existing e-learning centres see themselves?

2.3.2 Purposes or Orientations of E-Learning Centres
Four orientations of e-learning centres have been identified within a qualitative survey
conducted by Steeples and Zenios (2004). They base on interviews with practitioners
working in existing e-learning centres and are therefore linked to practical experiences. From
the analysis of their survey Steeples and Zenios (2004) identified the following four
distinguishable orientations and purposes for e-learning centres:
Type A: having a support or service role in the use of e-learning for teaching and learning
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Type B: having a support of innovation in e-learning role
Type C: having an e-learning course development role
Type D: having a research on e-learning role
These categories of purposes of e-learning centres should be discussed as well. The
orientations and purposes of the e-learning centres will constitute the way staff members
define their tasks and the way a centre is seen by other members of the institution. As they
will be the basis for the draft of organisational patterns they should be extensively discussed.
Questions proposed for the discussion:
Are the suggested purposes appropriate?
Do the purposes meet the expectations of orientations of an e-learning centre?
Are the purposes complete or are there other orientations that are not mentioned yet?
Are the purposes independent from each other or is their any overlapping?
Are these purposes applicable for all application fields of e-learning centres?
Is the conceptualization of these purposes accepted by experts and practitioners?

2.4 Level I: Evaluating the Organisational Design Pattern as a Whole
The evaluation itself should start with an expert and practitioners rating of the whole pattern
to address its applicability, effectiveness and benefit. This evaluation level does ensure that
aspects of the whole pattern are taken into consideration which may not be assessed by
studying the description categories separately (see Rusman, van den Broek, & Ronteltap,
2003).
The expert and practitioners rating should include the following questions:
Is the organisational pattern accepted by experts and practitioners? (acceptance)
Is the pattern understandable? (understandability)
Does the pattern address one single purpose of an e-learning centre or does it overlap with
other orientations? (clarity)
Does the pattern make the process of the implementation of an e-learning centre more
transparent? (benefit for the implementation)
Does the pattern make the future work of an e-learning centre more transparent? (benefit for
maintenance)
Does the pattern make the implementation of an e-learning centre objectively easier?
(effectiveness)
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Does the pattern make the implementation of an e-learning centre more efficient? (efficiency
of development)
Does the pattern make the organisation and future work of the e-learning centre more
efficient? (efficiency of maintenance)
Is the pattern suitable for the context it is proposed for? (suitability)

2.5 Level II: Evaluating the Categories Separately
Even if a pattern is accepted on the general level and the description is applying to its
purpose there can be deficits or inaccuracies in the wording and conceptualisation of the
single categories. Therefore the categories have to be evaluated one by one. The
combination of the evaluation on the general level and on the category level does ensure the
completeness of the evaluation and its quality.
Name
The name of an organisational design pattern for e-learning centres should refer to one of
the purposes of e-learning centres either identified through the survey conducted by Steeples
and Zenios (2004) or drawn from the discussion about the possible purposes.
Questions for the expert and practitioners rating:
Does the name of the organisational pattern refer to one purpose of an e-learning centre?
Does the name of the pattern give rise to associations related to that purpose of an elearning centre?
Does the name discriminate the pattern from other organisational design patterns?
Is the name self-explanatory?
Is the name understandable for experts and practitioners?
Context
The category “context” should include all aspects of the application field, the pattern refers to.
That means which aspects are mentioned in the pattern and which aspects would be
influenced by using this pattern to implement or run an e-learning centre. It is important to
mention every aspect the pattern refers to, because the context category will give an idea
what the guidelines in the pattern are about.
Questions for the expert and practitioners rating:
Are the terms used understandable for experts and practitioners?
Are the context aspects mentioned complete?
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Are these context aspects important for the implementation or maintenance of an e-learning
centre?
Problem
The description of the problem should be striking and emphasize the relevance of this
problem.
Questions for the expert and practitioners rating:
Is the description of the problem clear and understandable
… From the point of view of experts?
… From the perspective of practitioners?
… From the perspective of the institution where the e-learning centre should be
implemented?
Is the description of the problem appropriate?
Is the problem recurrent and relevant?
Is the description of the problem complete or are there missing aspects?
Is the problem concrete enough (not too abstract)?
Does the description contain hints to sub-problems?
Does the description of the problem emphasis its relevance?
Analysis
For organisational design patterns the analysis is of special interest, because it should create
consciousness of the problem to be addressed within the pattern. The implementation and
maintenance of an e-learning centre concerns at least two different parties: the institution
where the centre is going to be located and the staff that is going to work in the e-learning
centre. Both parties need to work together for a common conceptualisation and
understanding of the centres purposes and orientations. The analysis within the pattern is an
important resource to open the discussion about the problem to be solved and all the aspects
that are linked to it. A transparent and shared concept of the e-learning centre is a
fundamental precondition for the success of its future work.
Questions for the expert and practitioners rating:
Does the analysis give a clear explanation what makes the problem a problem and why it is
relevant?
Does the description of the problem emphasis the need for the solution of this problem?
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Does the analysis contain the main aspects of the problem?
Is the explanation sufficiently differentiated?
Is the analysis clearly formulated and understandable for the addressees?
Is the analysis appropriate …
… From the point of view of experts?
… From the perspective of practitioners?
… From the perspective of the institution where the e-learning centre should be
implemented?
Solution
As the development of organisational design patterns is still in process, there is need for
discussion about the elements of these patterns and their content. For some categories of
the patterns a common view of the required content is still to be achieved. This has to be the
first step, before attempting to evaluate them. In our opinion the category “solution” is one
that still has to be discussed.
In the first draft of an organisational design pattern for e-learning centres Steeples and
Zenios (2004) addressed a lot of different aspects within the category “solution”. The
question

is,

whether

these

subcategories

should

become

components

of

organisational pattern for e-learning centres or not.
The subcategories used by Steeples and Zenios (2004) are:
Vision
Risk assessment
Educational principles
Infrastructure
Infostructure
Support services
Budget and resources
Research and development framework
Benchmarking
Questions for the discussion:
Are these subcategories appropriate?
Are these subcategories self-explanatory or do they need to be defined in more detail?

every
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Do these subcategories cover all issues that should be addresses in the category “solution”?
Do they apply for different purposes of e-learning centres?
Should these subcategories be a fundamental component of each organisational pattern for
e-learning centres or should they be variably used?
Are these subcategories accepted by experts and practitioners?
As soon as a consensus is reached according to the components of the category “solution”
the evaluation can take place.
Questions for the evaluation on the category level:
Is the solution valid, i.e. is it actually suitable for the respective problem?
Is the solution re-usable, i.e. is it applicable in different contexts of the same problem?
Is the solution complete or are there missing aspects?
Is the solution proposal clearly formulated?
Is the solution proposal appropriate
… From the point of view of experts?
… From the perspective of practitioners?
… From the perspective of the institution where the e-learning centre should be
implemented?
In case the subcategories will be a fundamental component of organisational design patterns
for e-learning centres additional question on the subcategory level will become necessary.
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Questions for the expert and practitioners rating on the subcategory level:
Are all subcategories considered (to an appropriate extent)?
Do the descriptions in the subcategory comprise all important aspects?
Are the descriptions in the subcategories understandable?
Are the suggestions made applicable in different contexts?
Are the solutions provided in every subcategory valid and suitable for the problem?
Do the solutions in the subcategories match or are they self-contradictory?
Are all solutions provided in the subcategory accepted
… From the point of view of experts?
… From the perspective of practitioners?
… From the perspective of the institution where the e-learning centre should be
implemented?
References
Correctness
Completeness (are the most important references cited?)
Related Patterns
Appropriateness of the patterns cited
Completeness (are the patterns cited the most important ones?)

2.6 Summary
In this section we addressed the evaluation of organisational design patterns for e-learning
centres. As the development of these patterns is still in process we suggested to discuss
some fundamental points before going one step further and evaluate the patterns
themselves. The proposed points for the discussion are the definition of e-learning centres,
the purposes and orientations of these centres and the subcategories for the category
“solution”. We suggest discussing these points with experts as well as with practitioners that
already work in existing European e-leaning centres. The practitioners might be able to
contribute valuable insights and new perspectives. A consensus in these points is essential
for a common ground from which the evaluation can start.
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3. The evaluation of the projects website
3.1. Dimension of the Evaluation
The evaluation of the projects website is a necessary step to promote the sustainable
dissemination of the results of the project. Users must see benefits of the use of the website
and the use of the website must not elicit negative feelings due to difficulties to gain access
to the information wanted. Thus the evaluation of the website should concentrate on two
aspects: Content and usability.
From the expert point of view five criteria for evaluating the content of web sites are to be
distinguished: accuracy, authorship, objectivity, currency and coverage (Kapoun, 1998). Also
important are the definitions of the aim and the purpose of the website. For the evaluation of
the website of the project we suggest a framework with four dimensions to be examined.

Authorship?
Up-to-date?
Usability?

Content?

Aim? Purposes?

Statements regarding the aim and the purposes are important features. Users should quickly
recognize the website’s topic and whether it is relevant for him or her. The follow questions
are essential for the experts rating and for the design of an instrument for the usability
testing:
Is the aim of the website clearly defined and recognizable at the first glance?
Is the purpose clearly defined and quickly to read?
Is the target group clearly addressed?
The basis of a “good” website is a usable design. To assess the usability of the website we
refer to proven standards and methods comprising expert ratings and the systematic
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observation and questioning of typical users. For the expert rating and for the design of the
assessment instruments we refer (cf. Nielsen & Molich 1993):
Are the dialogues simple and natural?
Do the wording and the style of the website meet the users' language?
Does the web site’s design minimize the users' memory load?
Is the website design barrier-free (accessible for all)?
Is the website design consistent?
Is it possible to ask questions or to send feedback on the content of the website or the design
of the website to the webmaster?
Are errors messages precise and constructive?
Does a help and documentation function exist?
As for content the following questions should guide the expert rating and the design of the
user questioning instruments:
Is the content appropriate for the target group (difficulty, depth, width) ?
Is the content correct, accurate, complete, and well-structured?
Is the content appropriate for the target group regarding their motivation and expectations?
If there are graphics: do they add to the content or distract users from getting the essentials?
Additional features are the authorship and information on last changes:
Is there evidence who is responsible for the content of the site or specific pages?
Is it possible to find out who wrote the material and what are the author's qualifications for
writing on this topic?
Are there dates on the site or pages to indicate:
When the content was first placed into the web?
When the content was changed or revised?

3.2 Methods
Generally expert oriented and user oriented methods are distinguished. Expert oriented
methods are essentially based on open criteria oriented analyse process, e.g. the “heuristic
evaluation” frequently used in usability studies (Nielsen 1993). For convincing outcomes
even a small panel of experts (3-5 persons) is often sufficient. User oriented methods include
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questionnaires, systematic observation (sometimes based on video recordings) or interviews.
Depending on the chosen method a sample of 6 to 25 test users is necessary for suitable
outcomes. Therefore expert oriented methods are especially suitable for a fist quality check
of the website comprising an analysis of the content and usability weaknesses. When the
users point of view (acceptance, expectations, usability) is the essential focus of the
evaluation a study with a representative sample of users is recommended. For the evaluation
of the E-LEN website we recommend both, an expert rating and a study using a sample of
users.
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Evaluation Report
On the evaluation of the e-learning design patterns of the E-LEN
Patterns
Wildner, S., Domagk, S. und Niegemann, H. M.
University of Erfurt, Germany

Evaluation-Report Introduction
For the evaluation of the e-learning patterns by the E-LEN-members, an evaluation plan was
designed by Niegemann, H. M., Domagk, S. und Hessel, S., University of Erfurt. In this
evaluation plan it was intended to evaluate the e-learning design patterns by discussing them
on the projects homepage. All E-LEN members were asked to send in their contributions to
all patterns that were uploaded to the projects homepage at this time. Every week two or
three patterns were put up for discussion.

The evaluation plan also included guidelines for the evaluation of the e-learning design
patterns, suggesting evaluating them on two levels. Firstly, on level one the evaluation of the
pattern on the whole. Secondly, on level two the evaluation of the single categories of the
pattern.

All contributions to the discussion about the patterns were collected and analysed. This
report is a summary of the results gained. Unfortunately not all members took part in the
discussion of all patterns and those who did used only rarely the guidelines provided in the
evaluation plan. Therefore the results can only be based on the opinions given.

During the evaluation process new patterns were uploaded on the projects homepage. They
could not be taken into consideration in this evaluation process anymore. But the evaluation
of these patterns could occur in the same way as was proposed in the evaluation plan.
Altogether there are 42 patterns provided on the homepage by now.

In the following we portray first the pattern that was evaluated and afterwards the summary
of the discussion about this pattern.
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collaborative

learning"
Maturity level

Category
Learning patterns

Problem
How to allow and facilitate learners and instructors to asynchronously collaborate and
interact, in order to engage learners in processes such as problem-solving and critical
thinking, and to be able both to mentor and to assess these interactions?

Analysis
When students work together they learn from one another and extend their interaction and
learning outside of class. Busy schedules and commuting students often make group work
difficult to coordinate. When properly applied, technology can eliminate these barriers to
collaboration. The main goals for asynchronous collaboration are:
to provide a comfortable setting for contribution by all group members
to enable convenient collaboration without restrictions of time or place
to archive all the interactions that took place

Solution
Develop asynchronous computer mediated communications (ACMC) tools that can
effectively and efficiently support the asynchronous collaborative learning process, due to the
fact that they offer flexibility in the use of time as well as space. The most common type of
ACMC tools are:
asynchronous text-based communication, such as e-mail, mailing lists, web-based
discussion fora.
asynchronous audio or video or audio/video communication. These tools have a pool of
audio or video or audio/video clips, that participants can share, annotate, and
asynchronously discuss various subjects about them.
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Known uses
Most LMS provide both customized e-mail client-servers and discussion fora and also tools
for creating group mailing lists.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, ?Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems?, ???? Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, ?Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems?, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th?29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Student group management
Synchronous collaborative learning
Student Assignments Management

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-03-19

Evaluation of the pattern "Asynchronous collaborative learning"
Summing up, it may be said that most of the E-LEN members think the solution-part is not
complete or the solution did not cover the problem. Problem-solving and critical thinking are
too specific, these elements could constitute sub-patterns which complete the general
pattern "Asynchronous collaborative learning".
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Some additional proposals for the solution are:
Planning tools
Project tools
Presenting tools (to learn to know each other before collaborating)
Possible to see how are logged on
Document versioning tool
URL-library
Efficient collaboration (asynchronous and synchronous, online or face to face) is dependent
on many other factors, for instance task formulation, group formation, roles of the group
members. Another opinion to the point of collaboration is: the pattern refers to asynchronous
learning which also supports learners’ communication and interaction (through e-mail,
mailing lists, chat) but not collaboration.
During collaboration, the group members have to interact, make their ideas explicit, prompt
for justifications and negotiations, elaborate and reflect upon their knowledge in order to
converge to a shared understanding. In this context the learners need support and guidance
in order to cultivate basic skills in communication and to collaborate effectively. Thus,
educational environments that support collaborative learning aim to facilitate group
interaction, support the accomplishment of collaborative learning activities and promote the
cultivation of cognitive and communication skills.
In the pattern proposed although the problem is partially defined the solution needs to be
reconsidered and extended towards the direction of collaborative learning. To this end, the
research area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning Environments (CSCL) has a
lot to contribute.
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"Management

of

on-line

questionnaires"
Maturity level

Category
Learning patterns

Problem
How can web-based questionnaires be created, delivered and graded?

Analysis
One of the main learning activities of the instructional process is students? assessment.
Assessment is one of the main mechanisms for checking and monitoring students? level of
knowledge. It is very beneficial for the instructor to assign particular questions to learning
units where the student should check the knowledge she/he is supposed to have obtained.
Assessment can be automated in order to save instructors? time and effort in delivering and
grading tests. Automation also offers to learners the ability to perform assessment without
any time and place constraints. However, the on-line administration (creation, delivery and
grading) of tests for the assessment of students is a complicated task.

Solution
Provide tools for the on-line assessment of learners through questionnaires.
The system should enable the instructors to:
create on-line both closed-end questions with predefined answers, that are able to be
automatically graded and open-end questions, that need to be graded by an instructor
create/edit on-line closed-end questions of various types: multiple choice, fill-in the blanks,
etc. and easily mention the corresponding right and wrong answers. The hint messages
and/or feedback messages that will be shown to the student in case of wrong and/or right
answer should be stated.
administer the delivery of the online test. More specifically, the instructor should be able to
state how many times an online test can be answered by the student, the duration of the
assessment (time limits), to announce the schedule of on-line tests as well as their grading
so that students get informed on time
be able to allocate a grade to each question of a test separately and/or to the whole test
updating the students’ records
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search for possible questions, that could be integrated into a newly made test, in a pool of
already made online tests. In some cases it is valuable to import a ready made questionnaire
that has been created in another LMS. Conformance to an international standard is
necessary in this case.
The system can optionally support adaptive question sequencing, customizing the
succession according to which the questions are given to the learner. The answer to a
particular question (right or wrong) might change the sequence of the next questions and the
related

study

material

according

to

specific

sequencing

rules.

It is recommended that the produced questionnaire conforms to an international e-Learning
Standard. The most widely adopted standard for this case is the IMS Question and Test
Interoperability (http://www.imsproject.org/). Such a conformance will greatly enhance the
portability of the learner profile as well as the interoperability of software systems that utilize
the learner profiles.

Known uses
All LMS that were reviewed have some mechanism for on-line questionnaires.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, “Towards a Pattern Language
for Learning Management Systems”, IEEE Educational Technology & Society, Volume 6,
Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003..
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, “Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems”, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th–29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Student tracking
Student Assignments Management

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros
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Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-02-24

Summary of the ratings
Regarding that pattern, it would be better to focus on the learner not only how the instructor
easily and effectively assess and control the students. Also it would be useful to discuss
guidelines for educational questionnaires. Adaptive question sequencing and Adaptive
testing in general is a broad area and should be described through a separate design
pattern.
One expert thinks, the proposed design pattern could serve as a basis for discussing the way
questionnaires could serve instructional and learning goals. Moreover how these goals could
affect the development and the authoring process of such questionnaires. The scope of the
questionnaire and feedback are not covered. There are some different pedagogical goals online questionnaires may serve: support learners to observe their personal learning progress,
support tutors to assess learners’ achievement or to individually support learners through
appropriate feedback.
Assessment questionnaires are important to support self-assessment. In such cases,
feedback is a critical issue. Feedback to learners’ answers should include different types of
information such as answer correctness, precision, timeliness, learning guidance,
motivational messages, lesson sequence advisement, critical comparisons, learning focus.
The different types of feedback (strategic advice and guidance, suggestive feedback,
reinforcing feedback) should serve different instructional goals, support the learning process,
provoke reflection on and articulation of what was learned.
One possible solution for the problem: “How can web-based questionnaires be created,
delivered and graded?”, is to provide web-questionnaires as an instrument. Assessment is a
bit viewed as feedback and as a mechanism of certification, it should be distinguished
between the different functions of feedback, e.g. support of the learning process: providing
feedback to students, to diagnost there entrance level and match instruction, to be able to
construct groups (homogenous/heterogenous groups).
For the solution section can be added:
- relate to an item bank with many items (to prevent the same test to circulate in the student
community)
- to provide an authorisation and authentication mechanism
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Information about the pattern "Student group management"
Maturity level

Category
Learning patterns

Problem
How should groups of students be created and managed, and how can projects be assigned
to these groups?

Analysis
One of the most complicated tasks of both traditional and on-line courses is the management
of groups of students. Students must be grouped in working teams, their progress should be
tracked during the project time, and ways of communication between the members of the
group and the supervising instructor must be established. In addition there must be some
repository for the artifacts of the projects assigned to these groups and a mechanism for
grading the students.

Solution
Provide a tool for the creation of groups of students. The groups can be created either
manually, by the instructors, or automatically by the system. The tool should also provide the
ability to assign projects to groups, and, optionally, allocate space for the project
deliverables, as well as provide a mechanism for the easy upload of these deliverables from
group members. The communication between the members of the group should be
established through asynchronous (e-mail, discussion forums) or synchronous (chat, video
conference) mechanisms. The system should permit the supervisor of each project to
participate in the communication sessions between the members of the groups, to track their
progress by reviewing the artifacts of the project and to grade each student at the end of the
project. More specifically the instructor should be able to: More specifically the instructor
should be able to:
announce the subjects of the assignments as well as to specify related learning resources
(either online or offline) and ask the learners to form groups and choose subject (in case of
more than one)
see conflicts in the students’ choices (e.g. more than one group has chosen the same
subject)
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accept or reject the students’ selection of subject. In the latter case, he or she should be able
to allocate other subjects to them. Moreover, the instructor could be able to manually change
the synthesis of the group
communicate with the members of the group. The contact information of the group members
should be extracted from the LMS database
mention whether the students’ deliverables will be publicly available or not
grade the students’ deliverables
The learner should be able to:
access the proposed subjects of the assignments and get informed about allocations up to
that point
choose a proposed subject of the assignments and state the rest of the group members
upload the deliverables for the assignments and optionally view the deliverables of the other
groups.
Communicate synchronously or asynchronously with other members of their group and
collaborate with them.

Known uses
Blackboard, CoSE, FirstClass, Convene, LearningSpace and WebCT provide tools for the
creation and the management of workgroups of students. Gentle WBT has a tool for the
definition of working groups, which is available to all types of users.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, “Towards a Pattern Language
for Learning Management Systems”, IEEE Educational Technology & Society, Volume 6,
Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003..
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, “Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems”, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th–29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Study toolkit
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Student Assignments Management
Asynchronous collaborative learning
Synchronous collaborative learning
Student tracking

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-02-24

Summary of the ratings

The following statements were made.
The abstract to this pattern is missing. The description of the problem is concrete,
understandable and contains a relevant problem. The solution does not contain guidelines
for the implementation of corresponding tools. “To collaborate” is a wide term: one
suggestion is to remove it or to specify it better.

The name is not very evocative of real-world situations. It’s not vivid or memorable. It seems
to imply a rather controlling approach to the organisation of students.
The statement of the problem includes 3 sub-problems:
How should groups of students be created?
How should groups of students be managed?
How can projects be assigned to groups?
A suggestion is to split the pattern into smaller patterns with powerful statements.
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There are many questions for the analysis: Does the difficulty lie in keeping track of multiple
sources of information, for example?
Is the difficulty in understanding the dynamics of a group of different individuals?
Is the difficulty in having reliable comms? There are very many possible patterns.
These experts aren’t sure, how they should use this pattern. They pose the following
question: “How do we (designers of e-learning tools) design tools for group activities?” The
answer, “We design tools that have a particular set of functionalities.” is a statement of
requirements, but not a pattern.
In this pattern a very complex issue is addressed: the management of student groups. On
the whole it is elaborated and concise. But again current research findings about the
advantages and disadvantages of different solutions are not discussed.
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Information about the pattern "Study toolkit"
Maturity level

Category
Learning patterns

Problem
How can the learners be assisted in studying the learning resources instead of being limited
to reading simple HTML pages?

Analysis
There are many facets to this problem. A first one is that most learners find it difficult to study
on-line material because they are used to particular methods of studying paper-based
courseware and can't get accustomed to reading from the screen passively. When reading
paper-based material, learners usually underline or highlight words or phrases, place
bookmarks on particular pages, make annotations on the side etc. These functions obviously
can't be performed on a plain web page and they need to be incorporated as an explicit
service of the LMS. Moreover, instructors often wish to mark or make annotations on
students? assignments or deliverables or even web pages of the learning material in order to
pinpoint some critical issues and disseminate either publicly or privately to the learners.
Another facet of this problem is that learners can't remain connected to the server for many
hours for financial reasons (e.g. connection through a dial-up modem) or because they have
problems with their connection (limited bandwidth, server down, network congestion). In this
case the learners need to download the learning material, store it locally on their computer
and use it whenever they want to. Of course this is not a simple download problem, since the
learning material may be comprised of numerous pages, linked implicitly through the LMS
navigational mechanisms, may have an LMS-made table of contents etc. Finally another
facet of this problem is that learners do not want to do on-line studying at all and would rather
print the material and read it from paper. Once again this is not a simple download problem,
as described earlier.

Solution
Provide a study toolkit for the learners to use, which will facilitate them in studying the
courseware according to their own preferences. This tool should offer them a set of tools that
allow the user:
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to underline, strikethrough and highlight sentences using various color pens for creating
annotations on the text
to put bookmarks on point of interest and/or make comments within the hypertext using
either free text or specific notations, i.e. a specific symbol should mean question mark,
criticism, etc.
to add annotations in any format (text, image, hyperlink, audio, video)
to characterize an annotation as private or public
to search for annotations by making queries with respect to the date, the author, or the
annotation type.
The annotation tools should also allow the user to ?compile? the learning material in such a
format that can be downloaded and stored locally, and which will allow them to add
annotations or comments that could be easily 'uploaded' to the LMS.

Known uses
WebCT, VirtualU, Blackboard, CoSE, Intralearn, TopClass, LearnLinc, FirstClass and
LearningSpace provide the ability to set bookmarks, while CoSE, Intralearn, FirstClass and
LearningSpace provide annotation tools but with less functionality than the one described
above. WebCT and BlackBoard provide the tools for ?compiling? the learning content in a
downloadable and printable format.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
1. P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, “Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems”, IEEE Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003..
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, “Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems”, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th–29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
E-book delivery
Student Assignments Management
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More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2003-01-29

Summary of the ratings

Most of the E-LEN members think that this pattern contains two aspects (to enable students
to underline, highlight and strikethrough sentences, to enable them to download the learning
material), but the name of the pattern does not refer to both problems. The solution focuses
on the first aspect. A proposal is to separate these two aspects into two patterns. The
category context is clearly described, but research linkages are missing.
Another expert says the name doesn’t cover the content, he suggest: ‘promote interactive
reading’, ‘promote active studying of material’. The problem is clear to him, also the solutionsuggestions.
Another suggestion of an expert is to offer the learner the possibility of bookmarking the
contents that he/she finds relevant and to create "guided tours" across them.
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Information about the pattern "Synchronous collaborative learning"
Maturity level

Category
Learning patterns

Problem
How to allow and facilitate learners and instructors to interact synchronously, collaborate and
co-operate with peers?

Analysis
Synchronous collaborative learning is a computer-mediated effort that simulates face-to-face
interaction. Since body language and facial expressions cannot be conveyed through
asynchronous communication, real-time communication allows contributions participation,
sharing information and social dialogue at a distributed environment. The main advantages
of synchronous multimedia communication are:
"Next best thing to being present at a lecture hall"
Very visual medium: students and teachers can begin to relate to one another.
Good for distance education novices for developing a "learning community"

Solution
Develop synchronous multimedia communication tools, which make it possible for learners
and instructors at different sites to partake in the same conference at the same time through
text, or the "magic" of two-way audio and two-way compressed video. Examples of these
tools include:
text-based Internet chats
instant messaging
audio & video conferencing
virtual whiteboard applications
shared applications

Known uses
Most LMS provide some sort of chat or conferencing service
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Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, ?Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems?, IEEE Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, ?Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems?, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th?29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Asynchronous collaborative learning
Student group management
Student Assignments Management

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-03-19

Summary of the ratings
One statement is, that the pattern is very concise and short on the whole. Others say it is too
generic. Again the abstract for this pattern is missing. The description of the problem is
concrete, understandable and contains a relevant problem, this is one opinion.
The analysis section contains the main aspects of the problem. It is clearly formulated und
understandable. In the solution types of synchronous communication tools are mentioned,
but there is no information about the conditions of their use. But there should be research
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based guidelines when to use which kind of tool. That is why they do not think that this
solution is appropriate to the problem. To the part of Known Uses some experts mention:
Synchronous communication tools are not only used in learning management systems
(LMS), but also in very different contexts in the internet. The context is clearly described. But
maybe it should have been mentioned in the description of the content that this pattern refers
to communication in LMS only.
Further remarks to the statement of problem are: The wording is not completely clear. Is the
key idea: how can we enable people to collaborate and co-operate synchronously when they
are at a distance from each other? The analysis is a little bit confusing.
They also criticize the solution part, because it would be easy to write many of these
patterns, e.g. Problem: How do we design a car? Solution: Develop a tool that enables us to
design a car. Problem: How do we build a house? Solution: Develop a tool that enables us to
build a house. Each one followed by a list of assumed requirements. It's better to provide
tools that support some of the key things that are provided in face-to-face environments. The
interesting thing to us is then what those things are. What fosters a sense of collaboration, of
being on the same team? What enables people to feel included? What social and
technological structures enable progress to be made and recorded?

Others think there’s no real problem in this statement. “Why is it important for learners and
the learning and organisation process to communicate synchronous? What’s the
advantage?”
The “Why” in the analysis section is missing. Also it is not clear why the posed solutions are
proper solutions.
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Information about the pattern "Course Creation and Customization"
Maturity level

Category
Instructional patterns

Problem
How can the instructors be assisted in building on-line courses in LMS so that some of the
tasks they need to perform can be automated?

Analysis
LMS need to make the job of instructors easier by providing them with easy-to-use tools for
creating, and customizing their courses so that they won?t have to be experts in using the
LMS, neither will they have to spend too much time and effort in performing those tasks. This
way, courses will not be created from scratch, but instead instructors will reuse some design
templates and easily perform generic activities and let the LMS take care of the details. For
example if an instructor already has a course named ?Software Engineering: Part I? and
wants to create another one for the course ?Software Engineering: Part II? that has roughly
the same structure and format, she/he should not create it form scratch. Instead she/he
should be able to build the new course by using the old one as a template. Also instructors
should not have to perform low-level activities to customize their course but the LMS should
provide the appropriate tools. For example if the instructor wants to change the background
image of the courses home page she/he should not change the corresponding HTML tag, but
instead set it visually through an LMS tool. Finally courses have to be initialized in the
beginning of every semester in an automatic way by resetting student accounts, deleting the
old announcements, reconfiguring the calendar, cleaning the old file folders etc.

Solution
Provide the instructors with appropriate tools for creating a course and customizing it
according to their preferences. The creation of courses should be based on design templates
with pre-set interfaces, content structure and features or based on existing courses.
Instructors should also be equipped with tools to reset the courses on every semester and
easily manage the appearance, structure and features of their courses, doing as few things
manually as possible. User interfaces that allow the instructors to perform the
aforementioned tasks should emphasize usability issues, especially in order to relieve the
instructors of cognitive overload from learning to use the LMS.
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Known uses
WebCT, VirtualU, Blackboard, Intralearn, TopClass, LearnLinc, FirstClass, Convene and
LearningSpace provide templates for course creation as well as tools for customizing the
various courses characteristics.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, ?Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems?, ???? Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, ?Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems?, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th?29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-03-19

Summary of the ratings
Again this is a pattern without an abstract. The name of the pattern refers to the content of
the pattern, but it should maybe emphasize that it is about tools that should make the work of
the instructors easier. The description of the problem is concrete and understandable. The
analysis is very detailed (concrete description of the problem) and is clearly formulated and
understandable. The solution section is very short, there are no examples which tools should
be used in which context.
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Some members think that the end users of this pattern should be instructors, not learners.
A suggestion for rewriting the problem is: How can we reduce workload of instructors in
groups with high number of students and a wish to customize as far as possible?
Someone says that the analysis is too generic. There is a suggestion for the solution, to
specify more deeply the solution using the concept of hypermedia “application framework”,
i.e. reusable application skeleton that the instructor building a course can fill with instances of
contents and of navigation structures that correspond to the specific course. An application
framework doesn’t provide only “design templates with pre-set interfaces etc.” but also
patterns of navigation structures and of instructional “services” (e.g. self-evaluation facility,
marking of interesting material etc.). In addition, an application framework provides
mechanisms to customize, at schema level, content and navigation structures according to
the specific needs of a course. Clearly, the true problem of application frameworks for elearning is to define the proper content and navigation structures (at schema level) and
services that are more appropriate for teaching and learning both in general, and for specific
disciplines.
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Information about the pattern "E-book delivery"
Maturity level

Category
Instructional patterns

Problem
How can the instructors be facilitated with an easy and consistent way of creating and
structuring electronic course books using hypermedia content?

Analysis
No matter what learning theory and instructional design strategy is adopted by the Instructors
or Institutions, the dissemination of learning content in the form of a set of web pages
delivered over the web is common in every web-based system facilitating learning
processes. The learning content must be structured, have consistent style and layout and
provide a uniform and self explanatory user interface metaphor allowing its users (Students)
to easily navigate into the hypertext.

Solution
Provide tools that facilitate the instructors to create on-line books in an easy to use fashion.
The system must enable the Instructor to:
structure the learning content into aggregated logical sets of web pages (i.e. chapters) in a
hierarchical manner. These web pages can be uploaded to the system or created from
scratch. A run-time system will automatically present the structure content to learners
providing appropriate controls for navigation (i.e. next/previous page, next chapter, etc).
Integrate the actual learning content with other tools related to studying. This is done by
associating particular learning resources, i.e. web pages or chapters, to specific tools that
manage glossary terms, multiple choice questions, links to other resources, search engines,
etc.
save the created study material in a standardized, interchangeable format, such as the IMS
Content Packaging format, so as to be able to reuse the structured content in the same, or
different LMS.
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Known uses
WebCT, Blackboard, VirtualU, COSE, Intralearn, TopClass, LearnLinc, FirstClass, and
LearningSpace provide instructors with tools for the creation and management of an
electronic book.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be the instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, “Towards a Pattern Language
for Learning Management Systems”, ???? Educational Technology & Society, Volume 6,
Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, “Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems”, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th–29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Study toolkit

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-02-24

Summary of the ratings

Summing up, it may be said that the pattern is understandable and relevant, but the name "ebook delivery" is a little bit confusing, because the pattern refers to the delivery of textual
learning material. E-books are one form of textual learning material. So the name doesn’t
really include the essential idea behind this text, because the main point is to structure the
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learning material and to support instructors by doing this in an easy and user-friendly way
(e.g. save time by re-using existing structures).
Again the abstract for this pattern is missing, the description of the problem is very short, but
sufficient and understandable. The experts miss concrete examples. The analysis is
elaborated and complete. It refers to a relevant problem. In the solution part suggestions
were made about the appropriate delivery of online-texts. Again we miss some concrete
examples and the linkages to relevant research findings or results from usability tests, which
could give guidelines how to design these tools.
The context is clearly described.
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Information about the pattern "Student Assignments Management"
Maturity level

Category
Instructional patterns

Problem
How to create on-line assignments for students?

Analysis
Assigning exercises and projects to students is a common practice for instructors. In the
context of a web-based LMS certain matters have to be resolved: How to communicate
issues concerning the assignments to students, how to grade students, etc.

Solution
Provide a tool for instructors to manage assignments. An instructor should be able to:
define an assignment by describing the title of the assignment, a description, links to on-line
resources, start and due date etc.
notify the learners about a new assignment
receive the learner's papers
grade the papers and make the grades or the corrected papers available to the learners.
A learner should be able to
be notified for the assignment and prepare their documents for submission.
upload the corresponding documents can or send them to the instructor via e-mail.
Be notified that their papers have been graded and either view their grade or view the whole
paper returned with the instructor's remarks

Known uses
Virtual-U, WebCT, COSE, Intralearn, Saba, Blackboard, FirstClass, Convene and
LearningSpace provide tools for assignments management.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.
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References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, ?Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems?, IEEE Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, ?Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems?, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th?29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
Asynchronous collaborative learning
Synchronous collaborative learning
Student tracking

More information on relations
This pattern is also related to the Student Group Management Pattern in the sense that they
both facilitate a problem-based instructional approach. The main difference between the two
is that while in the former, assignments are disseminated to the whole class and require
personal work of each individual student, in the latter, groups are created in order to
encourage the collaboration of students along with the supervision of an instructor.

Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-03-19

Summary of the ratings
The name refers perfectly to the content of the pattern. Another suggestion for this pattern is:
"Student assignments management in electronic learning environments" because the pattern
suggests that it applicable to traditional as well as new learning environments, but only the
latter is worked out. This focus should be expressed in the name.
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The description of the problem is concrete, understandable and contains a relevant problem.
The analysis of the problem is rather short but it contains the relevant information.
The solution does only list the options that should be implemented, but it does not give any
information about the details.
A further opinion means that the description of the pattern is very short. It does not give any
advices how to solve the different problems that are mentioned.
One expert misses an element in the line of argumentation: Why does assigning exercises
and projects in web-based LMS pose problems to instructors?
The skills which are mentioned are not only relevant to on-line-assignments.
It would be better to elaborate one of the learning environments by describing how the tools
are implemented.
First in the context software engineering teams are mentioned as group, which is involved in
the context of this pattern. This does not follow from the description of the pattern.
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Information about the pattern "Student tracking"
Maturity level

Category
Instructional patterns

Problem
How can the instructors track the students? progress while they interact with the LMS ?s
various features? On the other hand, how can the students be informed of what activities
they have already performed in a course?

Analysis
In the traditional classroom, instructors watch the students? progress, monitor their various
activities, evaluate them and coach them so that they learn as effectively as possible. In the
virtual world of LMS, instructors do not interact physically with the students and thus cannot
observe them and supervise their learning. For example the instructors do not know whether
the students have studied the appropriate learning resources, practiced the on-line
exercises, collaborated with their colleagues in their projects, or read the announcements for
a course. On the other hand, in large and multifaceted courses, the students do not know
which parts of the LMS they have already seen, what remaining tasks do they have to
perform etc.

Solution
Keep records of the students? activities in terms of which parts of the course they have
visited and how long they have spent in them, what tools they have used, and maintain files
of the interactions that took place in chat rooms, discussion fora etc.
observe these records and assess the various activities that students perform, for example
by presenting him with statistics about the students? actions.
check the extend by which a particular learner has accessed the learning material in a
specific course
check whether a student has submitted an his assignments on time or not
check the degree of participation of a student in collaboration activities i.e. discussion for a,
synchronous communication sessions, etc.
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The system must enable the learner to:
observe a log of their personal history so that they know where they have already gone and
what remains to be seen.

Known uses
WebCT, Blackboard, Intralearn, Saba, FirstClass, Convene and LearningSpace provide tools
for tracking the progress of students. On the other hand WebCT, VirtualU, Blackboard,
Intralearn, Saba, FirstClass and LearningSpace provide tools for informing students of their
own study progress.

Context
This pattern is applicable to software engineering teams that develop Learning Management
Systems. When implemented, its end-users shall be learners and instructors.

References
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, Manolis Skordalakis, ?Towards a Pattern
Language for Learning Management Systems?, IEEE Educational Technology & Society,
Volume 6, Issue 2, pp. 11-24, 2003.
P. Avgeriou, A. Papasalouros, S. Retalis, ?Patterns For Designing Learning Management
Systems?, proceedings of the European Pattern Languages of Programming (EuroPLOP)
25th?29th June 2003, Irsee, Germany.

Related patterns
E-book delivery
Management of on-line questionnaires
Student group management
Student Assignments Management

More information on relations
Author(s)
P. Avgeriou, S. Retalis, A. Papasalouros

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-03-19
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Summary of the ratings
Student tracking is a very broad issue. It includes tracking the progress of the students and
the information of the students about their progress.
Again the abstract is missing.
The problem of the described pattern deals with both monitoring the students’ progress and
informing the student. The name of the pattern seems to focus only on the first problem, a
suggestion is splitting the pattern.
The solution section was criticized by some E-LEN members, because the time that students
have spent on specific pages do not indicate that the student was involved in learning. The
solution gives guidelines which aspects should be considered, but does not give practical
advices based on research findings.
A critical remark is: Only instructors and students are mentioned as groups involved in the
problem of this pattern. No reference is made to software engineering teams until the
context.
The name should include an idea of the problem as well as the solution, e.g.:
"Monitoring for supervision of learning process".
For the Known Uses section it would be better to elaborate one or two learning
environments.
Another critical point for the analysis is that the rationale for informing students about their
progress is not mentioned. There are some questions: Why is it for students necessary to
know which tasks they already have performed? Are there instructional reasons, e.g. to
make them self-regulative learners or is it a matter of planning (to continue they need to
know

what

they

have

done

and

what

they

still

have

to

do)?
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Patterns for SIG 2: Lifelong learning
Information about the pattern "Support choices by providing
feedback on collaborative behaviour"
Maturity level

Category
Not available yet

Problem
Lifelong learners experience problems of information overload, missing information relevant
for their choice and increasing "selection time" (time necessary to make a choice) while
trying to select effective learning activities out of a large set of possibilities.

Analysis
In models of Lifelong learning, learning is not restricted to formal, organised governmental
educational settings over a relatively short period of time, but has become each individuals
own lifetime responsibility. Lifelong learning implies low threshold, accessible learning
activities which can be selected by the user when and where necessary. In order to decide
and select useful learning activities, a user needs information to base his or her decisions on.
He/she needs to know which learning activities are suitable to reach self-defined aims, how
effective the learning activities are in accomplishing these aims and in what order these
activities can best be performed if several collections of activities and routes through
activities are available.
Some information is inherent to a learning activity (e.g. the knowledge domain from which it
stems) and can be expressed in metadata. Other information can only be attained by
evaluating how others performed on learning activities offered (e.g. time necessary to
complete learning activity, scores on final tests).
Such an approach is also used by Amazon, where feedback is provided on collective
behaviour to help individual users with selecting which product he/she might like (e.g.
‘customers who bought this book also bought’, ‘customers interested in this title may also be
interested in’). Providing easy interpretable information of collective behaviour and results of
activities in a network of learning activities can support individual users in making their
choices while guiding their own learning process.
Presenting information about personal behaviour and displaying it to others can cause
problems on privacy matters.
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Solution
The provision of feedback information on collective behaviour through a network of learning
activities can support an individual lifelong learner in making choices.
Agregate collective user behaviour and provide feedback of this collective behaviour to the
individual user in the form of easy-perceivable dynamic (=adaptive depending on user
behaviour) social navigational aids. This aggregation can be based on passive as well as
active information provision by the user.
As Wexelblat (1999) mentions, with passive provision of interaction history information is
recorded and made available without conscious effort of the user, ‘usually as a byproduct of
everyday use of objects’ (e.g. buyers advice aggregated from user boughts in Amazon). With
active provision conscious activity of the user is required (e.g. movie rating in MovieLens to
come to Movie recommendations).
Make individual users aware of the recording of personal behaviour through a network of
learning activities and let them agree to display this information in aggregational form to
others. By aggregating collective user behaviour personal behaviour becomes more
anonymous, dependent on the amount of interactions and users.

Known uses
Several applications of this design principle are known, for example MovieLens, Launch and
Amazon, but few educational environments use mechanisms of social navigation to support
learners aims and choices.
One project called Footprints at MIT Media Laboratory records the activity of users through
nodes of websites and records the activity and the paths (sequency of nodes = websites)
users take through the websites.
This information is displayed to an individual user in different navigational aids. An overview
of these aids are displayed in figure 1.
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In the left upper-corner a map with aggregated paths throught the website is displayed,
In the left lower-corner a tree-structure with the aggregated sequences (trails) through the
websites, derived from the paths taken by individual users (sequences), starting from one
specific website (black colour-coded) is displayed.
These displays depend on the purpose a user has specified and are related to the activity of
users with the same purposes. Next to this, annotations in the form of percentages are given
on the website. These annotations specify the percentage of people visiting this page who
followed each of the links off the page. It is essentially the same information as in the trails,
only less specific. This information can help users select web-sites which are relevant to their
aims and based on an passive, aggregated ‘user-advice’ of others.
Another system which records and displays this information in a visual manner is VISVIP by
the National Institute of Standards Technology, but this information at this moment only
serves website developers and usability engineers to improve their navigational design,
rather than giving feedback to the user.

Context
Applicable to lifelong learning environments which can be constructed dynamically around
the aims and actual behaviour of lifelong learners in networks. Social navigational
information may also distract users from their actual intention (their invididual task) when not
presented in an user-supportive way. In addition, not all privacy matters and considerations
are clear.
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Related patterns
More information on relations
Author(s)
Ellen Rusman
Acknowledgement: Colin Tattersall

Type
Generic

Submitted date
2004-07-14

Summary of the ratings
The word collaborative in the name of this pattern seems not correct. In the sections Analysis
and Solution the word collective is used, and would be more appropriated.
The pattern is not applicable to all types of learners.
It is not clear whether the pattern is only applicable to web-based learning environments or
also too learning environments in general.
The list of references is inconveniently organized.
Another opinion:
This pattern is very extensive and detailed. It does provide much information especially about
the known uses of this pattern. It is also based on some empirical findings. The name refers
to the content of the pattern. It is quiet long, but gives an accurate idea of the content of the
pattern. Again the abstract for this pattern is missing.
The problem is described in a concrete and understandable way. But it does not make clear
that it refers to multimedia learning environments. The analysis is clear and understandable.
In the solution part some empirical findings are mentioned. So the patterns is somehow
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linked to research findings. But it would need some further confirmation out of this field, for
example conditions under which the passive or the active information provision should be
implemented. Known uses are very detailed. It gives therefore a good understanding of the
possibilities how to implement this kind of feedback. Also the context is clearly described.
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Patterns for SIG 3: Collaborative learning
Information about the pattern "Forming groups for collaborative
learning"
Maturity level

Category
not available yet

Problem
How can a well functioning group for collaborative learning in an educational context be
formed?

Analysis
When you want to introduce collaborative learning within your classroom, you have to be
aware of several choices to make when forming groups in order to make interaction as fruitful
as possible. If you want to form groups for collaborative learning you?ll have to: ?decide who
forms the group; the participants themselves or the teacher; ?decide what sort of group you
want to form (informal, formal or base, heterogeneous or homogenous); ?decide on group
size. These aspects have effect on positive interdependence and the creation of commitment
and therefore the successfulness of the group. You can also make choices concerning the
procedure to follow to form the groups.

Solution
Who forms the group: If you allow the students to form the groups themselves, they often
cluster with friends. If somebody not belonging to the already existing cluster joins, (s)he may
feel left out. Moreover friends seem to agree a lot which prevents them of meeting with new
perspectives and diversity of ideas. Conclusion: it?s best for the teacher or instructor to form
the groups for collaborative learning instead of student-selected groups. Sort of group:
Informal groups exist only shortly, for example during a meeting when one is asked to
discuss something within the context of for example a lecture with ones neighbor(s), who can
be someone else every other day. Formal groups exist during a certain period and have a
better defined goal to reach (for instance an assignment of project to accomplish) which
needs more structure. Base groups resemble formal groups but last even longer then a
project; members are chosen for their specific experience and the strength enhances as
longer as the group exists. Homogenous groups are most likely to exist within a classroom,
in which the students resemble the amount of prior knowledge, goal(s) to reach, age and
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(life) experience. Also previously acquired social skills to communicate and collaborate within
the group are aspects to take into account. Differences in these make the group more
heterogeneous. It seems logical that heterogeneous groups lead to more interaction and
therefore to more profound knowledge building and better considered solutions. Group size:
The group has to be small enough to give everybody the opportunity to participate and
prevent participants to hide. It should also be small enough to prevent the group of losing
time to come cohesive and structure and schedule. On the other hand the group has to be
large enough to provide sufficient diversity of opinions and backgrounds as well as resources
to get the job done. Group size is connected to the character or sort of the group. The more
informal and short-lasting the group, the smaller it should be. Depending on the goal and the
existence of the group, the ideal size is 4 to 6 students. More informal groups should even be
smaller. A different rationale to limit the number of groups (affecting the group size) can be
the number of tutors or coaches to monitor and coach the group (or time the tutor can spend
coaching each group). A way to form groups is simply to select the first students on an
alphabetical ordered list. Doing so, you will probably combine male and female students,
friends and non-friends. An other way is to make them draw numbers from a box (as many
numbers as you want groups to emerge) and join the numbers one, numbers two, etc. Within
an educational context most times information is available on the (probably similar)
background of students or participants in a course. This enables the instructor to guarantee
the heterogeneity. A third way to form groups is related to (differing) topics or themes each
group is supposed to work on. Students then select a group based on the topic. Of course
one should be aware of the above mentioned risks if the students themselves select the
group (and thus the group members).

Known uses
Context
The solution described in this pattern seems best applicable to an educational context in
which students know each other and meet on a regular basis. The groups to be formed are
supposed to exist for at least for a week (enough to accomplish an assignment).

References
Cooper, J., Prescott, S., Cook, L., Smith, L., Mueck, R., and Cuseo, J. (1990). Cooperative
learning and college instruction: Effective use of student learning teams. California State
University Foundation, Long Beach, CA. Fiechtner, S. B., and Davis, E. A. (1992). "Why
some groups fail: A survey of students' experiences with learning groups". In Goodsell, A. S.,
Maher, M. R., and Tinto, V. (Eds.), Collaborative Learning: A Sourcebook for Higher
Education. National Center on Postsecondary Teaching, Learning, & Assessment, Syracuse
University. Johnson, D. W., Johnson, R. T. (1987). Learning Together & Alone, Cooperative,
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Competitive, & Individualistic Learning. 2nd ed., Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
Johnson, D. W., Johnson, R. T., and Smith, K. A. (1998). Active learning: Cooperation in the
college classroom. Edina, MN: Interaction Book Company. Smith, K. A. (1996). "Cooperative
Learning: Making 'Group work' Work" In Sutherland, T. E., and Bonwell, C. C. (Eds.), Using
active learning in college classes: A range of options for faculty, New Directions for Teaching
and Learning No. 67. http://www.wcer.wisc.edu/nise/CL1/CL/moreinfo/MI3H.htm (Groups for
collaborative learning) http://www.iml.uts.edu.au/learnteach/groupwork/unit3.html (Forming
effective groups) http://www.inov8.psu.edu/toolbox/alex/pdf/Help-FormingGroups.pdf

Related patterns
More information on relations
Coaching small groups (not available yet) Creating and enhancing trust between group
members (under construction) Factors influencing the successfulness of a group for
collaborative learning Forming groups for on-line or distance collaborative learning

Author(s)
Gaby Lutgens (Learning Lab Universiteit Maastricht)

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-06-16

Summary of the ratings
The name of this pattern is clear. Some experts think the problem consists of two
subproblems: "how to choose the type of group" and "how to select the members of such a
group". The both issues should be better connected. Known uses are missing, there must be
some examples in which the solution is brought into practice. For one expert the basis of the
context is not clear, his conclusion from the solution was that this pattern is also applicable to
contexts in which students don’t know each other (e.g. by selecting numbers out of a box).
The given information should be positioned a bit to the foreground, because now
they're mentioned "through the lines". Proposals are: Why is it important that a more informal
group has less members? What’s the underlying rationale?
The term "well-functioning" in the problem section should be defined more specific.
Also in the solution section are many underlying information which are not explicit.
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Information about the pattern "Making online learners trust each
other"
Maturity level

Category
Not available yet

Problem
How can you bring together learners in groups for collaborative learners or (online)
communities) and make them trust each other?

Analysis
Nowadays people recognize more and more the need to keep informed about the constantly
changing every day practice or insights after formal education. One way to do this is by
subscribing for courses, which can be (partly) organized on a distance education format, or
join communities of practices (COP or learning communities) emerging around a common
theme or topic of interest. Main difference will be the timeframe; the course will be
announced and take place according to a schedule, a COP can last as long as interaction
seems fruitful. A mode to make the practitioners exchange experiences and thus learn with
and from each other is forming groups for online collaborative learning. Without discussing
aspects as who forms the group or group size, in this pattern attention is paid to how to invite
participants and how to make them feel committed to the group. According to the guidelines
offered about forming groups for collaborative learning (which advise to have the/a instructor
or moderator form the groups) the members sometimes do not know each other. This may
certainly be the fact if an (online) community is formed around a topic, and people can join
the community based on their shared interest in the subject matter. The problem can arise
that these members are not able or willing to actively involve in sharing ideas or participating
in a project if they are not sure about the others participating.

Solution
To start a group, make the group cohesive and make the members trust each other?s active
participation, one could follow the next steps: 1.announcing a topic and letting people
subscribe (in the case the group is not formed by an instructor and/or related to a specific
case); 2.well describe the topic of the (online) community for instance by using a informative
introduction page; 3.well define the goal(s) and what is expected of everyone joining the
group; 4.offer a tool by means to communicate and (if necessary) provide instructions;
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5.spend some time in getting acquainted, for instance by starting with a name game or
offering the possibility to introduce one selves on a homepage. Special attention can be
given to the second and third aspect; defining the goal and making clear what is expected of
the participant as a group member. It is important that the timeframe is known, if the
members are free to join at any moment they like or that you can only join before the kick-off
of a certain ?project?. Within an educational context the topic will be related to the course. A
COP will gather around a theme merging form everyday practice. Several tools can be
offered for these online groups. It is important that every member has equal access, that
everyone can contribute and read each others contributions and that the tool makes it easy
to share information and relate the present information. If possible it would be useful to save
(part of the) content and reuse content.

Known uses
Context
One will decide to bring learners together in online groups in the case participants do not
know each other but want to share experiences or if the participants do not have the
possibility to meet face-to-face to interact.

References
Stella Terrill Mann (). Cooperative & Collaborative Learning. Richard M. Felder ().
Cooperative learning in technical courses: procedures, pitfalls, and Payoffs. North Carolina
State University & Rebecca Brent, East Carolina University

Related patterns
Forming groups for collaborative learning

More information on relations
Active and passive contribution Defining the goal of collaboration Division of tasks and roles
Factors influencing the successfulness of Communities of practice Lurking Providing
structure (role and task(s) of teacher/moderator) Tools to support interaction within online
groups

Author(s)
Gaby Lutgens (Learning Lab Universiteit Maastricht)

Type
Domain specific
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Submitted date
2004-06-16

Summary of the ratings
One expert does not really see the relation between the title and the guidelines given in the
solution, because it’s more a description of guidelines for how you can start up online groups
in general, not specifically related to the fostering of trust. A suggestion for a better name for
this pattern is: ‘Foster trust among online learners’.
The problem consists of two parts: ‘how to bring people together'? and ‘how to foster trust
among a group of people’?, but the first question is focused.
The tips and guidelines which are given in the solution section are usable, but it’s not a
pattern.

Other members find that the topic of this pattern is described well, but there isn't any
information on empirical results. The abstract of this pattern is missing. Further remarks are:
The description of the problem is very short, but sufficient and understandable. The analysis
refers to a relevant problem. It is understandable and sufficient. In the solution section many
aspects are mentioned that are important in this context. They give some guidance what is to
be taken into consideration but there are no empirical linkages. The context is clear and
understandable. This part has to be filtered for relevant factors (e.g. equality (in access, in
contribution), mutually accepted policy etc.), but also elaborated.
It must be clear, if the pattern is applicable to both "groups within courses" and "learning
communities".
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Information about the pattern "Moderation of an asynchronous online group"
Maturity level

Category
Not available yet

Problem
Experience teaches that a moderator can have a positive affect on the activities and learning
results of on-line groups. What should a moderator do in order to facilitate effective learning
in asynchronous on-line groups.

Analysis
A moderator is always acting as a sort of chair and facilitator to a meeting. In different
circumstances (dependent of the characteristics and the aim of the group) the focus of the
moderator can be more on the learning subject or more on the procedures and behavior of
the group. Three key-roles can be distinguished: Organizational. Examples of organizational
moderating activities: setting the agenda, objectives, timetable, procedural rules, netiquette,
encouraging the participants to introduce themselves, etc. The moderator should be wary of
standardized approaches. Every discussion group comprises participants with different
backgrounds, learning styles, etc. So, no standardized approach can be presumed to be
appropriate for all groups. The moderator should use a diversity of approaches and have a
pool of questions and discussion to stimulate the discussion. The moderator should also
welcome the unanticipated. Discussion could be unpredictable and moderators should be
prepared and willing to leave from the pre-defined track of discussion to follow up discussion
threads that might arise unexpectedly. ?social Examples of social moderating activities:
sending welcoming messages, thank you notices, prompt feedback, set a positive tone. The
moderator should praise and model the discussant behavior bad discussant behavior should
not be ignored. Reinforcing and modeling good discussant behaviors, such as by saying,
"Thank You" to students who respond effectively online, can be helpful to encourage
courtesy and interaction. In case competitive and emotional battlegrounds or highly personal
messages will be shared, the moderator should request change (privately) using a written
"netiquette" statement to refer to. The moderator should allow participants to exchange
private and informal messages. In this way, trusting and social bonds can be cultivated. Of
course, there should be a separate virtual place (e.g. virtual café) for such kind of interaction.
intellectual. Examples of intellectual moderating activities: asking questions, probing
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responses, refocusing discussion. The moderator should read a digest report of the
discussion activities of the day in order to check if participants fall far behind. The moderator
should also prompt frequently by using private messages to motivate participants to take part
in the discussion, to initiate debates, and to make suggestions. The problem is when to use
what activities.

Solution
In general all of the activities mentioned above should be performed; how and how often
depends on the case. It is not necessary that only the moderator is responsible for all of
these activities. It is often possible to delegate part of the activities to group members. This
should be agreed on because it has to be clear to every member of the group who is
responsible for what. The need for moderating activities depends on: 1.desired learning
effects 2.motivation and experience of the learners 3.organization of the group 4.content and
form of the tasks. 5.flow of discussion (see above comments about the misbehavior, the
diversion from the pre-planned topics, or even the case of having lurkers) Ad 1: If the
learning goals an tasks are clearly defined, the moderator has to see to it that the right
subjects are treated, and that all subjects are treated. If the learning goals are more open, a
more spontaneous development of subjects is possible; the moderator can then summarize
the goals as consented on by the group. Ad 2: If the members are very motivated to learn
and clearly understand their gain in participating in the group, the role of the moderator can
be limited to refocus and summarize the discussion from time to time. If the learners are less
motivated, the role of the moderator has to be more complex. He should also try to motivate
each individual participant to contribute and collaborate. This is a very important task of a
moderator. Ad 3: If the group is structured and organized according to rules and procedures,
the role of the moderator is to ensure these procedures are followed. If such rules do not
exist, it is part of the moderator?s job to propose them to the group and have them agreed
on. Ad 4: A well structured task is easier for the moderator. The structure of the task ensuring
that all subjects are covered, the moderator can concentrate on motivating students. The
moderator is free to define his/her preferred form of moderation and pedagogical style.

Known uses
Context
References
Kim, A. J. Secrets of Successful Web Communities : 9 Timeless Design Principles for
Community-Building. Miller, J., J. Trimbur, et al. (1994). Group Dynamics : Understanding
Group Success and Failure in Collaborative Learning. Collaborative Learning : Underlying
Processes and Effective Techniques. K. Bosworth and S. J. Hamilton. San Francisco,
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Jossey-Bass: 33-44 White, N. (2001). Facilitating and Hosting a Virtual Community. Paulsen,
M. F. (1995). The Online Report on Pedagogical techniques for Computer-Mediated
Communication.

Retrieved,

from

the

World

Wide

Web:

http://www.hs.nki.no/~morten/cmcped.htm Roberts, T. S. (2004) Online collaborative
learning; theory and practice, Information Science Publishing Australian National Training
Authority (2002), Effective Online Facilitation (Version 1.01), Australian Flexible Learning
Framework Quick Guides series, Backroad Connections Pty Ltd 2002, Retrieved, from the
World Wide Web: http://www.flexiblelearning.net.au/guides/facilitation.html

Related patterns
More information on relations
-Defining the goal of collaboration -Agreeing on how to collaborate -Agreements on why and
how to contribute -Division of roles and tasks -Assessing group processes and products Active and passive contribution -Lurking -Factors influencing the successfulness of a group
for collaborative learning

Author(s)
Antoinette Vesseur (Learning Lab Universiteit Maastricht)

Type
Domain specific

Submitted date
2004-06-16

Summary of the ratings
Some E-LEN members suggest a new name for this pattern: "Moderating on-line group
discussions", because the term asynchronous is too specific. Others think the name is clear.
The analysis section includes too much information about context and solution.
Regarding to the solution some experts have problems with the structure.
Further opinions to the sections analysis and solution are:
From the analysis it is not clear why this is problem. Only in the last sentence of the analysis
there is a reference to this issue. There it says that the problem is when to use what
activities. Some elaboration is missed on this. From the analysis it is clear that there are
three key-roles but is not made clear why the question ‘when to use what activity’ can be a
problem.
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Moreover, the description of the three key-roles with the examples gives the impression that
these were solutions for the mentioned problem and not the solution that was mentioned in
the Solution section.

The analysis is very detailed and gives information about different tasks of e-moderation. It
describes a relevant problem understandable and sufficient.
The solution gives very good hints, when to use which strategy. So this is a very good way to
describe the solution. There are a lot of references named, but are not linked to the text of
the pattern. That is why we are not sure whether the guidelines named are empirical based
or not. If they are it would be good to indicate explicitly the references, where the information
is from. So practitioners could also read these references if they want further information.

The aspects Known Uses and Context are missing.
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"Provide

personal

identity

information"
Maturity level

Category
Not available yet

Problem
People are not or very sporadic collaborating due to a lack of trust and lack of a mental
image of other people they ought to be collaborating with.

Analysis
One of the conditions of succesfull collaboration is the feeling of trust, mutual accountability
and common ground between the members of a group. To build this relationship of trust and
understanding between people they need to get a feeling and a mental image of the kind of
person they are collaborating with. One way to get such an estimate of the person you are
dealing with is to provide personal identity information in the collaborative environment. This
is a representation of the user, so he/she has a personal identity within the group and one
way for members to experience his/her social presence (a sense of a participant being
present in an environment) during interaction with this person. In this way everone knows
who is responsible for a gvien message or comment. The provided information can be static
(fixed) or dynamic (‘build’ through collaboration processess) and can be created in various
ways (e.g.created by the user, created by others, generated).

Solution
Provide static as well as dynamic information on personal identity. This information can be
created in different ways. Static information of a person is relatively fixed. Between different
collaborational initiatives (groups in time) it can change, due to new experiences a person
had. Static information can be presented in different ways, e.g. as a personal profile, with a
name, a picture (photo/cartoon), the projects the person participated in, the product a person
produced, a description on specific expert knowledge this person possesses, references (job
experience and writings), the organisation in which the person is working, hobbies, contact
information, membership of relevant communities etc. Dynamic information of a person is
‘build’ during the collaboration process and has different presentational formats (e.g.
pictures, numbers, text) and functions. This information aims to give an overview of the role
of the person within the group and thus helps other to get a mental image of the
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accountability of the other. Examples of the type of information are e.g. the number of times
a person gave feedback, rated relevance of this feedback by other participants of the
collaborative environment, frequency of active participation, frequency of non-active
participation (e.g. reading), representation of relational information of this person compared
to others (core-periphery). An example of this kind of personal identity information is given in
eBay, a kind of internet market. Although it can be discussed if this is a community and
certainly these people are not collaborating or co-operating, this principle of representing
data about a seller to create a feeling of trust by buyers might be transferable to collaborative
environments. The represented personal identity information contains static (e.g. name,
registration date of membership) as well as dynamic information (feedback of buyers).

Known uses
In support of collaboration: Microsoft’s Team and Enterprise collaboration platform contains
user profiles which include properties imported from Active Directory, links to documents a
user has written, links to team sites a user belongs to, and links a user has shared. Users
can customize the site with information about themselves and their skills, their background,
and

even

other

personal

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/itsolutions/msit/infowork/entcltsb.mspx

interests.
In

support

of

feedback on people: The Feedback Forum of Ebay is the place to learn about trading
partners, view their reputations, and express opinions by leaving feedback on transactions.
Such member-to-member comments help millions of buyers and sellers in the community to
build

trust

and

share

their

trading

experiences

with

others.

http://pages.ebay.com/services/forum/feedback.html

Context
Applicable to synchronous and a-synchronous distributed interaction in a collaborative
environment. Mainly aimed at designers and developers of electronic groupware
environments. Especially necessary when people don’t know eachother in advance and
there are no opportunities to organise one or more face-to-face meetings to get a mental
image of people.

References
Beck, R.J., Fitzgerald, W.J., Paukszat, B. (2003). Individual behaviors and social structure in
the development of communication networks of self-organizing online discussion groups. In:
Wasson, B, Ludvigsen, S., Hoppe, U. Designing for Change, p. 313-322. Danis, Catalina
M.(2000) Extending the concept of awareness to include static and dynamic person
information,

ACM

SIGGROUP

Bulletin,

v.21

http://delivery.acm.org/10.1145/610000/605657/p59-

n.3,

p.59-62,

December

2000
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danis.pdf?key1=605657&key2=8876536801&coll=GUIDE&dl=ACM&CFID=22107544&CFTO
KEN=87860324 Kirschner, P.A., Martens, R.L., Strijbos, J.W. (2004). CSCL in higher
education? A framework for Designing multiple Collaborative Environments. In: Strijbos,
J.W., Kirschner, P.A., Martens, R.L. What We Know About CSCL and Implementing It In
Higher Education. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers. Kreijns, K., Kirschner, P.A.
(2004). Designing sociable CSCL environments. Applying interaction design principles. In: In:
Strijbos, J.W., Kirschner, P.A., Martens, R.L. What We Know About CSCL and Implementing
It In Higher Education. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers. Nurmela, K., Palonen, T.,
Lehtinen, E., Hakkarainen, K. (2003). Developing tools for analysing CSCL process. Preece,
J. (2000). Online communities. Designing usability, supporting sociability. Chicester: John
Wiley & Sons. Wenger, E. (1999). Communities of practice. Learning, meaning and identity.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Related patterns
Making online learners trust eachother

More information on relations
Author(s)
Ellen Rusman Open University of the Netherlands ellen.rusman@ou.nl

Type
Generic

Submitted date
2004-06-17

Summary of the ratings
The idea for this pattern seems reasonable and the pattern is clearly stated (unambiguous).
It is conceptually and explicitly. A suggestion for a new name is: "Initiate collaboration
through self-presentation and reputation".
The problem implies that people always should collaborate. They don’t do this, “Is that really
a general problem?”. The stated reason “lack of trust and mental image" don’t seems to be a
good start.
The analysis section points out the important issues and is well written.
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A general question concerning the pattern structure itself comes to mind: The structure of the
pattern template places context information at the end of the pattern. However, when reading
you typically start at the top. Can the position of the context information be reconsidered?
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Conclusion
The evaluation of the e-learning design patterns shows that the patterns still need to be
worked on. There are some weak spots in each of them. But over all they are accepted by
the E-LEN members as valid patterns. The most important point for revisions is the linkage to
research results. The solution parts of the patterns should be based on empirical research
findings. In some areas there is a lack of research, so that the patterns cannot be based on
the results.

The other points criticized concern details that can be revised easily. Altogether this
collection of patterns is a very good beginning of the work in this field.

The evaluation of the patterns could be made more effective, if all members use the
guidelines proposed in the evaluation plan to write their contributions. Using an equal
schema would guarantee that no important parts are left out and too, it gives the opportunity
to give positive feedback as well as critics. So some parts of the pattern might be widely
accepted where other parts need to be revised.

In our opinion the patterns proposed in the E-LEN project give good examples how to design
an e-learning pattern and give an idea of the width of this work to be done. Patterns can be
formulated for a wide range of topics. The way of evaluating the patterns produced could
function as a guideline for future pattern developments.
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Evaluation of the Organisational Patterns for the Development of ELearning Centres
The Evaluation plan included in this report outlines the proposed course of action for the
evaluation of the Organisational Patterns for the Development of E-Learning Centres. The
evaluation could not be made within the duration of the project as the conceptualisation of
these organisational patterns was not finished early enough to start an evaluation period
before the end of the project. But the definition of these organisational patterns was
discussed by a small group of partners of the Project. In regard to that the definition and
conceptualisation can be viewed as shared by the partners of the project. Still an evaluation
working out concrete advantages and disadvantages of the existing conceptualisation would
be desirable. We expect especially interesting points from the evaluation by practitioners,
who could give some feedback out of their daily work. Although the conceptualisation is
based on questionings of practitioners the repeated questioning on the basis of the worked
out concept may bring new aspects into the discussion.
We think that the time consuming questioning of the practitioners very much improved the
concept of the organisational patterns. Practitioners could bring in their points of view gained
out of their daily work. These valuable practical linkages justify that more time was taken to
finish the conceptualisation. Choosing this course of action a high ecological validity can be
expected, which is fundamental for the applicability of the organisational patterns in practice.
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Evaluation of the Projects Website
According to the task distribution in the application of the project the project partner “NITOL”,
the association of four universities and colleges in Norway, is responsible for the design,
development and evaluation of the E-LEN portal. In this report we delivered preliminary work
concerning the evaluation of the website. We suggested different methods that are worthy of
consideration and mentioned different criteria. The evaluation itself is the responsibility of the
project partner “NITOL”. Please look at their report for details.
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Evaluation of the E-LEN-Project
Major achievements of the project
One of the major achievements of the project is the research literature based definition of elearning design patterns. The concept of design patterns developed by Alexander for the field
of architecture was transferred in the area of e-learning in school, university and further
education. The partners agreed about the main components a valid e-learning design pattern
should consist of. These components are:
•

Name

•

Categories

•

Abstract

•

Problem

•

Analysis

•

Solution

•

Practice

•

Known Uses

•

Context

•

References

•

Related Patterns

The content of these components was defined. For the component “categories” a subdivision
was developed in order to organize the patterns according to their application field in a
common manner. The E–LEN project community decided to use the following 5 categories to
classify e-learning design patterns: Access Patterns, Learning Patterns, Instruction Patterns,
Information Patterns, and Administration Patterns. In addition to that the evaluation plan
offers understandable and easy to apply guidelines for the assessment of proposals for elearning design patterns.
In the next step this definition of e-learning design pattern was the main part of some
dissemination and was discussed on several conferences and workshops, both for E-LEN
partners only and for the public.
The second main achievement of the project is closely linked to the two mentioned above:
On the basis of the shared definition of e-learning design patterns proposals for patterns
were made and discussed by the partners. The E-LEN partners as well as the public had the
opportunity to discuss the patterns on the projects homepage and to rate the proposals by
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the “Star System”. The “Star System” means that the maturity level of the proposals could be
indicated by awarding stars to the proposal.
One star indicates that the proposal is pre-mature, still on research level.
Two stars indicate that the proposal is quite mature, but needs some refinement.
Three stars mean that the proposal is mature and the E-LEN partners accept it as a valid
pattern.
During the evaluation process of the patterns each pattern uploaded on the homepage to
that date was separately discussed by the E-LEN partners. The results of this discussion are
summarized in the concerning evaluation report which is also included in this document.
On the whole 42 e-learning design patterns were developed by the E-LEN network in the
duration of the project. We consider this a very good basis for future pattern development
and research.
Another major achievement of the E-LEN project is the development of a valid concept for
organisational patterns for the development of E-Learning Centres. The main advantage of
this conceptualisation is that it is based on questionings of practitioners of this field. This
course of action guarantees a good applicability of this concept in practise. This
conceptualisation includes the definition of E-Learning Centres as well as the determination
of its purposes and goals. Along these guidelines E-Learning Centres could be established in
many different fields of application, such as universities, schools, software groups, publishers
etc.
The projects website was a frequently used communication platform for E-LEN partners as
well as interested externals. It was used to manage the project as well as to make
information available for the public.
Besides the evident achievements of the project another outcome should be paid attention
too:
The work within the E-LEN network created lots of new contacts to people working in the
same research field in different European countries. Several small groups of researchers
from different countries worked together on one topic and learned about the points of view of
the other partners. Joint publications were written and conference presentations made. The
meetings offered opportunities for discussion and new contacts. The E-LEN network will
throughout the duration of the project be a communication network that links researchers
from different European countries. The continuation of the work on e-learning design patterns
that began during the E-LEN project will last even after the official end of the project. New
joint projects of E-LEN partners will be started to continue the work in this field. For example
the publication of a book on e-learning design patterns is planned by Peter Goodyear and
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Simeon Retalis who will be the publisher of this book. The chapters will be written by E-Len
members about the part of the patterns development process that they are expert in.
To stimulate and organise the topic specific discussions between the E-LEN members
special interest groups (SIGs) have been build. Invited researchers and e-learning specialists
were invited to join the SIGs. Many fruitful discussions took place in the separated rooms for
each SIG. The discussions were moderated by E-LEN partners. The assignment of the
different topics to SIGs also gave the opportunity to organize the e-learning design patterns
developed in the same way. They were assigned to one special interest group.

Main difficulties encountered
Due to the cut of the planned budget of the project, several partners were not able to employ
people even part-time for the project. To employ people on the base of contracts for work
and services was complicated by the delay of the payments to the partners, e.g. the money
for the period of October 2003 to September 2004 was available not earlier than in June
2004.
Nevertheless all partners fulfilled their tasks.

Comments

about

the

quality

of

the

project

deliverables

The deliverables of the projects are all of a very high quality and they are highly innovative.
This is substantiated by utterances from the auditory of many presentations of the
deliverables, especially the recommendations for the organization of e-learning centres.
The structure for the representation of e-learning patterns elaborated as a result of the
project is comprehensible and there is a high potential of them to become a standard.
The majority of the e-learning design patterns are suggestions. Their validity has to be
proven in instructional psychology research. That could not be done as part of the project
and it was not an aim of the project.

Quality of the development process for the project
Due to the difficulties concerning the money the process for the project seemed not always to
progress at a steady pace. Still at the end of the project there are more than 40 design
patterns and sound recommendations for the organization of e-learning Centres in Europe.

Suggestions about the viability and sustainability of the project
The recommendations for the organization of e-learning Centres in Europe are sought after
by a considerable number of institutions from different countries even before the final version
of the recommendations had been released.
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As for the e-learning design patterns a book edited by Peter Goodyear and Simos Retalis (in
preparation) will surely disseminate the idea of design patterns. There were also several
presentations on international conferences dealing with e-learning design patterns.
To reach a satisfactory acceptance of e-learning design patterns there should more patterns
be available. Any recurrent design decision in the field of e-learning should be associated
with one ore more patterns. It was impossible to produce so many valid patterns during the
two years of the project.

Yet the patterns developed are prototypes or samples for a

continuing process of collecting, examining and investigating e-learning design patterns.
To reach a high sustainability of the project it seems desirable to initiate a least one project
aiming at the development of a kind of electronic performance system for e-learning
practitioners. Such a system should advise practitioners in their dealing with e-learning
design decisions. At least one project in Germany planned to be started in April 2005 aims to
develop such a system using e-learning design patterns as the major output.

To which degree the aims of the project have been reached?
The aims of the E-LEN project were the following:
E-LEN intended to provide a robust and supportive environment for:
•

creating efficient and effective mechanisms and means for gathering and disseminating
know-how, best practice knowledge in the e-learning field

Æ This aim was reached by the definition and development of e-learning design patterns, as
they integrate best practice knowledge and are an efficient and effective way to disseminate
know-how.
•

providing guidelines for setting up new e-learning centers

Æ With the development of organisational design patterns for E-Learning Centres this goal
was also reached.

In order to achieve the aims of E-LEN, the following intermediate objectives were
formulated:
To establish the necessary infrastructure and organisational structure for E-LEN, both in
terms of human resources and technology, so as to build a sustainable network of e-learning
centers and experts in the e-learning field. The cornerstones of this structure and
infrastructure are:
•

the human actors (i.e. leaders in e-learning) involved in this project
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the E-LEN portal where mechanisms for easy online access to E-LEN resources, news
and for communication, will be integrated.

•

a memorandum about the scope of this network and the participating/membership rules

Æ The infrastructure and organisational structure for the E-LEN project was successfully
established. The main achievements according to this intermediate objective are the projects
website, that builds the platform for the communication between the members and the
project meeting, that gave the E-LEN partners the opportunity to come in and to stay into
contact with each other.
To provide a guide of best practices in installing and running of an e-learning center in order
to help other institutions in creating from scratch new e-learning centers in a systematic way.
Æ This aim was reached by the preparation of guidelines for the development of E-Learning
Centres.
To provide a series of ‘lessons learned’ from the application of e-learning and to create a set
of organizational, pedagogical and technological implementation ‘design patterns’.
Æ Within the duration of the E-LEN project 42 design patterns were developed by the E-LEN
partners; organisational ones regarding the Establishment of E-Learning Centres as well as
pedagogical and technical ones.
To activate initiatives for improving E-LEN’s knowledge and understanding of the needs of
industrial/commercial organisations that have already been involved, or plan to get involved
in the education market. This is to ensure appropriate customisation of the expertise &
resources that will be made available via E-LEN, so that they fit well with the actual needs of
the organisations.
Æ The survey done for the development of organisational patterns for E-Learning centres
provided useful information out of the practical field that improved the knowledge within the
E-LEN project. On the other hand this survey could be used to communicate the work of the
E-LEN network to practitioners.
To attract interest of organisations in the commercial world in financing further E-LEN
initiatives and activities, as part of a strategy for continuing the E-LEN network after the end
of the Minerva funding
Æ Presentations on national and international conferences aroused interest in the work of
the project. Practitioners and external experts working in this field took notice of E-LEN’s
work and some of them got involved into discussions on the projects homepage.
To develop a shared research agenda about open issues about e-learning. Based on this
agenda, collaborative R&D project proposals will be submitted
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Æ The research on and development of e-learning design patterns will be continued by the
E-LEN partners. Collaborative Projects such as the planned book on e-learning design
patterns will be carried out. The established network of the E-LEN partners will continue to
discuss research questions that aroused during the E-LEN project.
To “open” participation in the E-LEN consortium to a wider range of European partners, after
having created and documented the a membership registration process
Æ The projects website provided the information about the project to the public and opened
the discussion for interested external persons. The contributions of E-LEN partners on
national and international conferences also provided the opportunity for external persons to
become engaged in the topics of this project.

The following solid outcomes of the E-LEN project were planned to enhance the distribution
of knowledge and expertise on e-learning and the setting-up of e-learning centers.
The E-LEN portal which will incorporate facilities such as:
•

Information about the E-LEN mission, consortium, activities & events

•

A pool of resources concerning reports, educational tools, evaluation reports, a series
of ‘lessons learned’ from the application of e-learning, etc.

•

A joint course catalogue from the partner institutions mainly focused on the effective
educational uses of new technolofies.

•

Communication and collaboration workspaces (discussion fora, mailing lists, on-line
chat, round tables, etc.)

•

On-line help desk with moderators about technical and non technical issues on elearning.

Æ The aims for the E-LEN website could entirely be put into practice.
•

A guide of best practice for an e-learning center. It will include:

•

A survey of existing e-learning centers, their philosophy and organisation.

•

Guidelines for installing and running an e-learning center covering administrational,
managerial, technical issues

Æ The organisational patterns for the development of E-Learning Centres were also provided
during the project. The planned survey was also carried out successfully and the results
served as a based for the conceptualisation of the organisational patterns for E-Learning
Centres.
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Dissemination activities about the E-LEN achievements:
•

Advertising actions for attracting the attention of potential E-LEN beneficiaries (E-LEN
brochure, an on-line newsletter, etc)

Æ E-LEN brochures were made and distributed. Further dissemination activities were
information on the projects website, contributions to national and international conferences
as well as articles published by the E-LEN members.
•

A book about e-learning and E-learning centres which will incorporate an evaluation
report on the quality and effectiveness of the E-LEN and its activities

Æ As mentioned before a book on e-learning design patterns is planned and will be
published in the next months.
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